Essay 1- Advancing Human Consciousness

There are numerous striking insights that have illuminated the advance of human consciousness. These have been critical to humanity’s progress toward a more humane existence. They are insights that have broken the tyranny of tribal exclusion, opposition, elite domination, and vengeful punishment or destruction of enemies- the predatory features that have defined primitive life from the beginning.

Historically, the changes that made possible the advance to a more humane existence began with the earliest development of a more human-like brain. This started with the initial inhibitory wiring of the proto-cortex. This wiring enabled early hominids to resist the automatic responses of predation and it mediated the more reasoned and humane impulses of early human consciousness.

The emerging human brain would lead in turn to a variety of changes in thought and behavior that enabled human communities to develop and advance toward domestication with its more ordered and civilized patterns of behavior. And when we get to the first states in Sumeria, Egypt and India we find the first recorded examples of early insights and social practices of a more humane nature. This is evidence that humanity was overcoming the brutal nature of primitive life.

The Sumerians provide us with the first records of an early humane consciousness at work. During the fifth and fourth millenniums BC they had introduced the centralized authority of the first nation state. They later tempered this (circa 2000 BC) with the formation of councils of elders, a sort of early semi-democratic institution (see The Tapestry of Power in a Mesopotamian City in Mysteries of the Ancient Ones, Special Edition of Scientific American, 2005). The Sumerians also instituted an assembly of free male citizens which functioned in relation to judicial matters. At this time we also find the emergence of an early free enterprise economic system where the private sale and ownership of land was prominent.

But it was around 2400 BC that we find the strikingly humane reforms of King Urukagina who lived in Hagesh in Central Sumer near the Persian Gulf. Kings before him had abused their power in seizing the animals, clothes and boats of poor people. Excessive taxation had resulted in many people being imprisoned for debt. Urukagina claims to have forgiven their debts and helped them in other ways. His breakthroughs in kindness led succeeding kings to promote the new view of justice not as punishment, but as remission of debt. Jacquetta Hawkes (The First Great Civilizations) says that from the fourth or third millennium BC the pervading Sumerian concern was for this new justice as mercy and liberation of the oppressed. “There was an official concern to help the orphan and the widow, to protect the poor and helpless against the rich and strong” (p.211).

Various legal codes were also formulated to deal with trade, commerce, ownership of property and morality. By 1800 BC civilian courts were in charge of administering justice. Women at this time (the reign of Hammurabi) were not considered as possessions but possessed equal rights with men. However, this enlightened stance of the early Sumerians worsened over the following centuries. 

The trend toward humane breakthroughs would not be a straight line of progress. Brutal counter movements emerged such as the increase in more severe forms of physical and capital punishment for a wide range of crimes such as false witness, house breakins, adultery and theft. 

One of the most notable of Sumerian insights into truly humane response is found in a Babylonian wisdom tablet composed around 700 BC. This tablet is very much a precursor of the more humane teachings of Jesus such as those precepts to forgive and love your enemies. It states: “Unto your opponent do no evil; Your evildoer recompense with good; Unto your enemy let justice be done… Let not your heart be induced to do evil” (p.213).

This is a clear repudiation of the payback justice that had characterized previous religious mythology. Since the earliest of times human mythology had taught that the gods were angry with sinful humanity and punished people through the forces of nature, disease and the cruelty of others. These angry deities could only be appeased with the payment of blood sacrifice. Ancient mythology advocated a brutal system of eye for eye payback justice.

The Sumerians appear to have been the first people to break with this ancient and prominent viewpoint in advocating forgiveness, mercy and humane treatment of others. Later, the Hebrew prophets adopted the Sumerian viewpoint and similarly advocated for justice as liberating the oppressed and showing mercy to the needy. 

The eighth to sixth centuries BC exhibited other radical breakthroughs in human consciousness. It was during this time that Greek slave women were among the first to begin agitating for personal freedom (Orlando Patterson, Freedom Vol.1). This initial spark of desire for freedom would grow to inflame the liberation movements of following millennia.

It was also at this time that the Greeks introduced the new idea of universalism. They began a process of rethinking and breaking down the ancient tribal sense of separation, division and opposition. It would eventually lead to the discovery of the fundamental unity of humanity. Alexander the Great was in the thick of this, challenging the old certainty that there was some irreducible difference between the Greeks and others. He argued that all men were sons of one Father. At the same time the Stoics were advocating their beliefs in cosmopolitanism- that all people were members of one another and were bound together in love (Mircea Eliade, The History Of Religious Ideas; Vol.2).

The Hindus of the seventh century BC had also come up with the earliest version of the Golden Rule- treat others the same way that you want to be treated.

Then at the turn of the BC/AD millennium we find the strikingly humane insights of the Palestinian sage Joshua Ben Adam (the historical Jesus). He advocated such radical things as unconditional and unlimited forgiveness because careless or destructive people did not fully know what they were doing. He repudiated entirely eye for eye or payback justice and urged no punishment of others. He also refused to appeal to any higher authority, trusting in his own consciousness of the humane thing to guide him in his responses. Also, he would have nothing to do with religious observance, arguing that it hindered people’s ability to respond in a truly human manner. He believed that nothing- not law, religion or God- should come before compassion and mercy toward others. And he outraged conventional sensibilities by including women, children and social outcasts in his egalitarian society of friends. In this society that he called the ‘Kingdom of God’ he would not tolerate anyone lording over others but instead advocated that all serve one another. 

His short stories focused on particular people transcending their baser responses in order to do the humane thing to others. They were about people who resisted the conventional or group response in order to act in a uniquely humane manner. These people were free to overcome the impulse to hate or revenge. They were also people who did not find their identity in an ingroup and were not bound by the rules of such groups. They were free to act humanely and not denigrate outsiders. They were also free to give or receive without calculation or consideration of payback recompense. They were free of the dark impulse to keep score of wrongs. And they were free to tolerate the idiosyncrasies and freedom of others. In summary, they were stories about ordinary people who responded in humane ways that set them apart as uniquely humane (see James Breech’s ‘The Silence Of Jesus’).

Joshua Ben Adam summed up his life message by referring to himself as “the son of man”. This moniker pointed to the honor and glory of simply being human and trusting fully in human consciousness. His insights have shone a new dimension of liberating brightness into human consciousness. He has helped us to see that ultimate meaning is found in love or living as truly humane persons. The breakthrough insights of Joshua Ben 
Adam, along with the Buddha and many others, have made possible the miracle of modern human society.

Over succeeding centuries human consciousness has continued to make progress in understanding what it means to be truly humane and how to respond in a truly humane manner. We have now created national and international charters of basic human rights and we have encouraged liberation movements that have impacted all areas of life.

One notable breakthrough emerged early in the Nineteenth Century when the British and Dutch moved to create genuinely service states (government of, by and for the people). They recognized that legitimate power rested with freed and respected citizens (see William Bernstein’s The Birth of Plenty).

We also have an improved understanding of the common origins of humanity and we know that we are very much equals in one family. We know that our future will only get better as life in this universe continues to advance to new levels of consciousness and more humane existence.

There is a brightness illuminating human consciousness today that surpasses any past era of civilization. Future generations will continue to make further discoveries and to advance on the gains that humanity has already made.
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